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Abstract 
Let A(H)  be the arrangement of a set H of n hyperplanes in d-space. A k-flat is a k-dimensional affine 
subspace of d-space. The zone of a k-flat f with respect o H is the set of all faces in A(H)  that intersect f.  In 
this paper we study some problems on zones of k-flats. Our most important result is a data structure for point 
location in the zone of a k-flat. This structure uses O(n [a/2j+E + n k+~) preprocessing time and space and has a 
query time of O(log 2 n). We also show how to test efficiently whether two flats are visible from each other with 
respect o a set of hyperplanes. Then point location in m faces in arrangements is studied. Our data structure 
for this problem has size O(n[d/2J+eT~ [d/zl/d) and the query time is O(log 2 n). 
Keywords: Arrangements; Zones; k-flats; Implicit point location; Multidimensional parametric search 
1. Introduction 
The subdivision of d-space into connected pieces--usual ly called faces - -o f  various dimension, 
induced by a set H of hyperplanes, is called the arrangement A(H)  of H .  This concept was introduced 
to computational geometry by Edelsbmnner, O'Rourke and Seidel [10,11], and they showed how to 
construct an arrangement optimally. The optimal construction time relies on the so-called zone theorem, 
a combinatorial bound on the max imum complexity of the zone of a hyperplane [12]. The zone of 
a hyperplane h is the subarrangement of all faces in A(H)  that are intersected by h. (We consider 
the faces of the arrangement to be relatively open, that is, they are topologically open within their 
affine hull. This means that the arrangement forms a partitioning of d-space into faces of various 
dimensions.) 
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Fig. 1. The zone of a line h in the plane. 
See Fig. 1 for an example in 2-space. The zone of the line h consists of all fat segments and 
vertices, together with the shaded faces. Zones are important in several contexts, as the efficiency of 
some algorithms depends on the complexity of zones. As mentioned, the bound on the complexity 
of the zone of a hyperplane guarantees optimal construction time of arrangements in d-space [11,12]. 
A bound on the complexity of the vertical decomposition of the zone of a plane in 3-space is used 
to improve range searching in some cases [6]. As a third application, observe that the zone of a 
hyperplane h defines exactly the region that is visible from h, where the other hyperplanes are the 
obstacles. Therefore, zones are suitable for solving some visibility problems. Recently, upper bounds 
on the complexity of zones of algebraic hypersurfaces have also been shown [ 1 ]. These results have the 
following important application to lines in 3-space: to distinguish between the O(n 4) isotopy classes of 
lines induced by n lines, one can consider the Pliicker coordinates of lines on the PRicker hypersurface 
in 5-space. Since the total complexity of the zone of the Plticker hypersurface is O(n  4 logn), there is 
an O(n 4+e) size data structure that solves the problem of distinguishing between isotopy classes of 
lines [4,25]. 
The notion 'zone of a hyperplane' can be generalized to 'zone of a k-flat', where a k-flat is defined to 
be the intersection of d -  k hyperplanes with linearly independent ormal vectors (0 ~< k ~< d-  1) [10]. 
Yet more generally, we define the zone of an arbitrary subset of d-space. 
Definition 1. The zone of a subset F of d-space with respect o H, denoted by zone(H, F), is the 
subarrangement of all faces of A(H)  that intersect F. 
Thus, for a point p not on any hyperplane of H, the zone(H,p) is the convex polytope formed by 
the intersection of the open halfspaces that contain p and are bounded by the hyperplanes of H. In 
general, the zone of a point p is the face of .A(H) that contains p. For a hyperplane h, zone(H, h) is 
the usual zone of a hyperplane [10,11]. 
We concentrate on computational spects of zones of k-fiats rather than the combinatorial side. We 
develop an efficient data structure for point location in the zone of a k-fiat. The data structure has 
preprocessing time and space O(n [d/2j+e -k- nk+C), where n is the size of the set H of hyperplanes 
and e is an arbitrarily small positive constant. Notice that the first term of the size of the structure 
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is close to the complexity of one single cell in the arrangement, and the second term is close to the 
number of faces in the k-flat itself. For almost all k this is considerably less than the complexity 
of the zone itself! With this structure it is possible to determine in O(log 2 n) time if a query point 
lies in the zone and, if so, in which face of the zone it lies. The problems of point location in a full 
arrangement and in a convex polytope have been studied before [7,8]. The preprocessing time and 
space of these structures i  O(n d+~) and O(n[d/ZJ+e), respectively. The query time is O(logn). (Both 
these structures can be improved, removing the e-term in the exponent [5,19].) 
We also investigate the following problem: Given a kl-flat fl, a k2-flat f2, and a set H of n 
hyperplanes in d-space, determine whether fl and f2 can see each other with respect o H. In other 
words, determine whether there are points Pl E fl and P2 E f2, such that the segment PlP2 does not 
cross any hyperplane in H. We obtain efficient algorithms for this problem by reducing the dimension 
of the problem, together with multidimensional parametric search and the structure for point location 
in the zone. The precise bounds of the algorithm are given in Corollary 1. 
Both our point location and visibility algorithms are based on sampling. Lately this technique has 
been used to solve a variety of problems [4,6-8,13,27]. The rough idea of random sampling is as 
follows. Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in d-space. Choose a random subset R of H of size r. 
Consider the arrangement ,A(R), and triangulate it (that is, partition its faces into simplices). The 
triangulated arrangement has complexity O(rd), and with some constant positive probability, any 
simplex is intersected by only O(n log r/r) hyperplanes of H. This property can be used to define 
subproblems of the original problem recursively. For a more detailed treatment of random sampling 
and its applications we refer to the recent book by Mulmuley [23]. The main feature of our algorithms 
lies in the fact that we do not triangulate .A(R) in d-space, but in the k-flat. This is the main reason 
for the efficiency of the algorithms. 
Finally, we consider the problem of point location in m faces in arrangements. Our solution is 
similar to that of point location in the zone, but it requires somewhat more preprocessing time and 
space. The structure has size O(n[d/Z~+~m[d/Z]/d), which is slightly smaller than the complexity of m 
faces for certain values of n, m and d. For instance, when d is odd and m = n, then the complexity 
of the faces can be (2(n (d+l)/2) and the size of our structure is O(n(d+l/d)/2+e). The query time is 
O(1og 2 n). 
2. Basic properties 
In this section we give an alternative definition of the zone of a k-flat, which will be used in the 
next section. We also state an upper bound and a lower bound on the maximum size of the zone. 
We say that two distinct points p and q are visible with respect o a hyperplane h if h does not 
intersect he closed line segment pq in a point; if p = q then p and q are always visible. We call p 
and q visible with respect o a set H of hyperplanes if they are visible with respect o every h E H. 
Lemma 1. Two points p and q lie in the same face of a hyperplane arrangement A( H) if and only 
if they are visible with respect o H. 
The easy proof is left to the reader. The lemma immediately implies the following characterization 
of the zone of a set F. 
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Lemma 2. A point q lies in the zone of a set F with respect o H if and only if there is a point p in 
F such that p and q are visible with respect o H. 
Such a point p is called a witness for q. The lemma shows that zones are useful for visibility 
problems, where the obstacles are hyperplanes. 
We state some known bounds on the complexity of the zone of a k-fiat. 
Lemma 3 [15,26]. Let z~(n) be the maximum complexity of the zone of a k-flat f with respect o a 
set H of n hyperplanes in d-space. We have: 
if d + k is even, and 
z~(n) : S?(n[(a+k)/2J), z~(n) =o(nL(d+k)/2Jlogn) 
if d + k is odd. 
To actually construct the zone of a k-fiat, one could construct the full arrangement ,A(H) and then 
remove the faces that are not in the zone. There are alternative ways to compute the zone of a k-flat 
that are more efficient [2]. In the next section, however, we show how to perform point location in 
the zone without actually constructing it. 
3. Point location in the zone 
For a set H of n hyperplanes and a set F that lies in a k-flat f in d-space, the problem of point 
location in the zone of F is defined as follows. Preprocess H and F,  such that for any given query 
point q, one can determine fficiently whether q lies in zone(H, F) and, if so, in which face of the 
zone q lies. 
We solve this problem using sampling. The algorithm returns a witness if the query point lies in 
the zone. This witness is such that it uniquely determines the face of the zone that contains this 
query point. Rather than constructing the whole zone, we construct a tree that uses considerably less 
preprocessing time and space. Let H be a set of hyperplanes and let f be a fixed k-flat in d-space. 
Then H denotes the set {h ] h = h N f where h E H}, and .A(H) is the arrangement in f formed by 
H. 
Pick a sample R of size r, where R C H, and r is a sufficiently large constant. We triangulate 
the arrangement .A(R) into a simplicial complex, for instance with a bottom-vertex triangulation. The 
triangulated arrangement A(R) consists of O(r k) relatively open simplices of dimensions 0 to k. 
With positive probability, each simplex intersects O(n log r/r)  (k -  1)-flats of H, and, thus, hyper- 
planes of H. If this is not the case, we pick a new sample, l Each simplex s defines two subsets Hs 
and H18 of H. The subset Hs contains the hyperplanes of H that intersect s without containing it, and 
Hrs contains the remaining hyperplanes (the ones that fully contain s or avoid it completely). Notice 
that R c H' s for every simplex s. Let cs be that face of .4(H~s) that contains s. 
Randomization can be removed using techniques ofMatougek [16]; therefore, we do not elaborate on picking and testing 
samples. 
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Fig. 2. Situation for a 2-flat in 3-space: the polytope cs for the shaded triangle. 
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An illustration of these definitions is given in Fig. 2, where the upper part of the boundary of the 
face cs in 3-space is shown. The planes hi and h2 are in H~s, and they contribute to cs. The plane h3 
is in Hs, because it intersects the interior of the shaded triangle s. 
Lemma 4. Let F be a subset of the k-flat f. Then we have the following properties. 
(i) If a point q lies in zone(H, F) then there is a simplex s in the triangulated arrangement ,A(-R) 
such that q E cs. 
(ii) For all simplices s in the triangulated arrangement ,A(R) and any point q E cs, we have: 
q E zone(H, F) if and only ifq E zone(Hs, F N cs). 
Proof. (i) Suppose that q lies in zone(H, F). By Lemma 2 there is a witness p E F such that p 
and q are visible with respect o H. Let s be the simplex in the triangulated arrangement ,A(R) that 
contains p. Since p and q are visible with respect o H~s C_ H, q lies in the face cs of ~A(Hs~). 
(ii) Let s be a simplex in the triangulated arrangement ,A(R), such that q E cs. 
3 :  Suppose that q E zone(H, F). Then there is a witness p E F such that p and q are visible with 
respect o H. As above, this implies that p and q lie in the same face of ,A(H~s), which is cs. Thus 
p E F N cs and q E zone(Hs, F M Cs). 
~ :  Suppose that q lies in zone(Hs, FMc~). Then there is a witness p E FNcs, such that p and q are 
visible with respect o Hs. Because p, q E cs and all hyperplanes in Hs ~ do not intersect c~, it follows 
that p and q are visible with respect o H = Hs U His. Thus, p witnesses that q E zone(H, F). [] 
Lemma 4 gives the recursive property on which the structure for point location in the zone of a 
set F lying in a k-flat f is based. The structure for zone(H, F) is a tree 7- of degree O(rk). Let 6 be 
the root of 7-. The root ~ has a child "Ts for every simplex s in the triangulated arrangement .A(R). 
With % we store the simplex s and an associated structure for deciding whether a point lies in cs. The 
child "Ts is the root of a recursively defined tree for zone(Hs, F). If the number of hyperplanes in H 
is smaller than some constant, we do not take a sample, but we store the full arrangement ~4(H). 
This recursive definition does not completely correspond to the recursive property of Lemma 4(ii): 
the subtree rooted at % is defined for zone(Hs, F) instead of for zone(H~, F f3 cs). To remedy this, 
we will fill in witnesses at some faces in the arrangements stored in the leaves in such a way that any 
query point finds a witness if and only if it lies in the zone. To this end, impose an arbitrary order 
on the children of each node. A query with a point q should continue in the first child "Ts for which 
the query point lies in the polytope cs. To finish the preprocessing, consider the arrangement .A(H), 
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and take one point p in each face that intersects F. Locate p in the arrangement of the leaf where the 
search ends, and store p as a witness with the face of this arrangement that contains p. 
A query with a point q is performed as follows. Start at the root 6. Find the first child % (with 
respect o the chosen order on children) for which q lies in cs; this is determined by searching in the 
associated structure of each child of 6. Continue the search recursively at this child. If q does not lie 
in cs for any child, then q does not lie in the zone. If the current node is a leaf, then we locate q 
in the associated arrangement. If there is a witness stored at the face, then q lies in the zone and we 
return this witness. Otherwise, q does not lie in the zone. Note that it is not important what ordering 
is chosen at any node during the preprocessing. The filling in of witnesses is correct, because a query 
point that lies in the zone will follow the same path down 7- as its witness. A query point that does 
not lie in the zone will, at some point, take a different path down 7- than any witness. 
Theorem 1. For any ~ > O, a set H of n hyperplanes and a set F of constant complexity lying in 
a k-flat f in d-space can be preprocessed in O(n[ d/2j+~ + n k+c) time and space, such that point 
location queries in the zone can be performed in O(log 2 n) time. 
Proof. Testing whether a query point lies in a convex face determined by the intersection of n 
halfspaces in d-space can be performed in O(logn) time, after O(n[ d/2]+c) preprocessing time and 
space (for any e > 0) [7]. Therefore, the initial preprocessing S(n) of our structure satisfies the 
following recurrence: 
S(n) = O(rk)S(nlogrlr) + O(rk)O(nLal2J+~). 
This solves to S(n) = O(nLd/2J+~ +nk+ c) preprocessing for any ~ > 0, if r is a large enough constant. 
Additionally, at most O(n k) queries, each taking O(log 2 n) time (see below) are required to fill in the 
witnesses in T. 
The query time Q(n) satisfies the following recurrence: 
Q(n) = Q(n log r /r) + 0 (rk)O(log n), 
which solves to Q(n) = O(log 2 n) time. [] 
It should be mentioned that this structure includes as special cases the point location in an arrange- 
ment (for k = d) and the point location in the intersection of halfspaces (for k = 0), for which the 
best known solutions need space about O(n a) and O(n [a/2j), respectively. 
4. Visibility among k-flats 
Since the zone of a k-flat f defines the region from which f is visible (without looking through a 
hyperplane), it is natural to use zones to solve visibility problems in arrangements of hyperplanes. In 
particular, we consider the problem: given a kl-flat f l  and a k2-flat f2, with kl ~< k2, can f l  and f2 
see each otfier? 
Definition 2. Flats fl and f2 are (mutually) visible with respect o H if and only if there are points 
ql E fl and q2 E f2 such that ql and q2 are visible with respect o H. The points ql and q2 are called 
witnesses. 
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Before we consider solutions that use our query structure, we note some useful facts about affine 
spaces. Recall that a k-flat is an affine subspace of dimension k, the affine hull of k + 1 affinely 
independent points. The join of flats fl and f2 is the affine space of smallest dimension that contains 
both flats. The join of a kl-flat and a kz-flat has dimension at most kl + k2 ÷ 1; it is the affine hull of 
the kl + k2 ÷ 2 points spanning fl and f2. Since any segment qlq2 connecting a point ql E fl with 
a point q2 E f2 lies in the join of fl and f2, it is clearly sufficient o work in this join space. This 
property can also be used when the visibility problem for subsets of the k-flats is considered. 
In the following, however, we will consider the visibility problem only for entire flats. In that case it 
turns out that one can always reduce the dimension of the problem to the case where d = kl + k2 ÷ 1. 
Lemma 5. Given an instance of the visibility problem with a kl-flat f l  and a k2-flat f2 in d-space. If 
kl + k2 + 1 ~ d then one can find in linear time an equivalent instance of the visibility problem with 
smaller dimension. 
Proof. If d > kl ÷ k2 -I- 1, then we can reduce the problem to the join of fl and f2. 
If d < kl + k2 + 1, then the join of the kl-flat fl and the kz-flat f2 has dimension strictly less than 
kl + k2 ÷ 1; either the flats intersect or the points defining them are not affinely independent. We can 
test intersection i constant time. 
If fl and f2 intersect then fl and f2 are obviously visible. If fl and f2 do not intersect, we find 
a direction v that is contained in both flats in constant time (by Gaussian elimination). Let us call v 
the vertical direction. We can partition the set of hyperplanes into the vertical hyperplanes Hv, those 
containing a line parallel to v, and the nonvertical hyperplanes Hnonv = H \ Hr. Notice that every 
nonvertical hyperplane intersects every vertical ine. 
In linear time, we can project he flats fl and f2 and the vertical hyperplanes Hv in the direction v 
to form an instance of the visibility problem with a (kl - 1)-flat f~, a (k2 - 1)-flat f~ and a set H i 
of hyperplanes in (d - 1)-space. We can show that this reduced problem is equivalent to the original: 
If f[ and f '  2 can see each other, then there are witness points q~ and ql2 for the reduced problem. 
The vertical ines that project o q~ and q~ are contained in fl and f2; any two points on these lines 
can see each other with respect o Hr. Furthermore, above some height top, both lines are above all 
hyperplanes of Hnonv. Choose two points, ql and q2, above top as witnesses that these lines see each 
other with respect o Hnonv (see Fig. 3). Thus the flats fl and f2 see each other with respect o H. 
We can determine this height top in linear time. On the other hand, if the flats f~ and f~ cannot see 
each other, then fl and f2 cannot see each other with respect o Hv C_ H. [] 
We present wo methods for solving the visibility problem. These methods hould be used after 
reducing the dimension with the above lemma, if possible. In the following, we always assume kl ~< k2, 
to avoid cluttering up the notation. As a warm-up, we first show how to use linear programming 
to determine visibility in O(n k'+l) time using O(n) space. We then show how multidimensional 
parametric search can be employed together with our point location structure to give a solution with 
O(n kl+c) space and time for k2 ~ 2kl + 1. For k 2 > 2kl + 1, we still obtain a slightly faster solution 
than with linear programming. 
First the linear programming solution. 
Theorem 2. Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in d-space, let fl be a kl-flat and let f2 be a k2-flat. 
One can decide in O(n kl+l ) time and O(n) space whether fl and f2 see each other with respect o H. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof. The hyperplanes H partition the kl-flat fl into O(n k~ ) faces. We pick a witness point in every 
such face, and then have to test whether this candidate witness point ql lies in the zone of f2. 
To do that, we orient the hyperplanes h E H such that the intersection of the resulting halfspaces 
defines the face of A(H)  containing ql. We then intersect every such halfspace with f2 to obtain a 
set of k2-dimensional halfspaces, and it remains to test whether their intersection is empty. That is 
equivalent to solving a linear program in n inequalities and k2 variables, and can be done in O(n) time 
using the deterministic technique of Megiddo [21,22] or the randomized algorithm by Seidel [27]. 
The O(n kl ) witness points can be determined by computing the kl-dimensional rrangement formed 
by H in f l ,  using O(n k~) storage. A different approach that uses only linear space is to look at every 
kl-tuple of hyperplanes in H, and to use a symbolic perturbation scheme to deal with degeneracies in 
the arrangement. [] 
To improve upon the time bound of this simple solution, we use a variation of Megiddo's parametric 
search [20] called multidimensional parametric search [9,18,24]. We follow the description of Matou~ek 
and Schwarzkopf [18]. Let S be a set of halfspaces, and let A be an algorithm that determines whether 
a query point q lies in the polytope P (not necessarily full-dimensional), which is the intersection of 
the halfspaces of S. We also assume that the only kind of operation A applies to q is to test whether q
is contained in some halfspace (not necessarily from S), and, if q ~ P, that A returns a witness 
halfspace h + E S such that q ~ h +. We can say that q is obscured by the hyperplane h since it 
keeps q from seeing the relative interior of P. 
We sketch the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 [18]. Given an algorithm A as above, which runs in q(n) = O(log °0) n) time, then A 
can be used to test whether a k-flat f intersects the polytope /9 in time O(log °(1) n), or to find a set 
of k + 1 hyperplanes, uch that any point q C f is obscured by at least one of the hyperplanes. 
Proof. Notice first that Helly's theorem proves the existence of an obscuring (k + 1)-tuple of hyper- 
planes if f does not intersect/9 [10,14]. 
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We prove Theorem 3 by induction on k. For k = 0, the problem is solved by algorithm A, which, 
by assumption, runs in polylogarithmic time. 
So assume that we have a solution for (k - 1)-flats, and we are now given a k-flat f .  We employ 
parametric search and run A generically, that is, with an undetermined query point q* (supposed to 
lie in f). The algorithm A goes through O(log °(1) n) steps, and in some of these the generic point 
q* is tested against a halfspace h+. We answer questions about the position of q* as follows: Given 
a question "is q E h+? '', consider the (k - 1)-flat f n h and query with it (possible by the induction 
hypothesis). Either the query will find a point p E f n h in P, which solves the problem for f as 
well, or it will return an obscuring k-tuple T. Let R denote the region of points not obscured by T. 
Since R is the intersection of k halfspaces, it is convex. Furthermore, R does not intersect f N h and 
hence, f n R can lie on one side of h only. So only one of the halfspaces f N h + or f n h -  (and we 
know which one) remains as a potential location for q*. 
When algorithm A finally stops, it has compared q* with O(log °(l) n) hyperplanes, o we know 
that q* lies in the intersection of O(log °(l) n) halfspaces. There are two possibilities. Either the 
intersection of these halfspaces i nonempty, implying that the answer (of algorithm A) for all points 
in this intersection must be the same. If it is YES, we have found a point q in lAP; otherwise, we take 
the witness halfspace returned by algorithm A and the at most O(log °(l) n) obscuring k-tuples returned 
by the tests done before, and observe that these at most kO(log °(1) n) + 1 halfspaces obscure f ,  and 
thus contain an obscuring (k + l)-tuple for f as well. 
If, however, the intersection of the O(log °(l) n) halfspaces i empty, this implies that the tests done 
have been answered inconsistently, which is only possible if no point q* exists. Thus, it follows that f 
does not intersect P. Again, we observe that the O(log °(l) n) obscuring k-tuples computed previously 
contain an obscuring (k + 1)-tuple for f ,  which can be found in polylogarithmic time (by testing all 
(k + 1)-tuples, for instance). 
Our time analysis is quite crude: We only observe that we have done q(n) tests taking polyloga- 
rithmic time (by the induction hypothesis), and that we have some polylogarithmic overhead in the 
end. [] 
We will now apply this to the visibility problem for the flats fl and f2. Assume that 1 ~ kl ~ k2. As 
in the linear programming solution, we compute the arrangement of H in f l ,  and consider each of its 
O(n k~ ) faces in tum. For each of these faces we (implicitly) consider the face P of .A(H) containing 
it, and determine whether the flat f2 intersects it. By Theorem 3 this can be done in polylogarithmic 
time once we have an algorithm A which tests whether a query point lies in P. But we can use our 
point location structure to do that: since P is a face of the zone of fl, and the structure returns a 
witness if the query point q lies in the zone, we can decide whether q lies in P. Hence, we can decide 
whether the flat f2 intersects P. 
To determine whether the flats fl and f2 can see each other, we compute the point location structure 
for the flat fl once in the beginning. Then we go through the list of all O(n k~) witness points of flat fl. 
For every such witness point p we want to determine whether it can see flat f2. To do so, we trace 
p through our search structure, marking the path in the tree we take. Since any query point lying 
in the same face as p must follow exactly the same path, we have a sequence of O(log n) polytope 
containment queries to test whether a query point q lies in the same face as p. This gives us our 
algorithm A, with query time q(n) = O(log 2 n). The only operation applied to q is to test it against a 
hyperplane, and it is also easy to make sure that when q does not lie in the face of p, we can return 
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a witness hyperplane (Clarkson's algorithm for polytope containment does that, and we just have to 
keep track of it). We now apply Theorem 3 to test in polylogarithmic time whether f2 intersects p's 
face. 
We need one more observation. The preprocessing of the point location structure can be reduced, 
since it is known that all query points will lie in the fiat f2. Therefore, we only need an associated 
structure for point location in a k2-dimensional polytope. With this improvement, the preprocessing 
time is O(n k~+6 + nLkz/2J+6). Hence, we obtain Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4. Given a kl-flat and a k2-flat (where 1 ~ k I ~ k2) and a set of n hyperplanes, it can be 
tested in time 
O(n k1+6 -t- n Lk2/2j+6) 
w ether the flats can see each other with respect o the hyperplanes. Within the same time bounds we 
can report all distinct visibilities. 
For k2 ~ 2k l  + 1, this is O(nkl+6). For k2 > 2kl + 1, we can still do slightly better than the linear 
programming solution. The idea is to replace Clarkson's polytope containment s ructure by Matougek's 
structure [17], using storage 
kl+l ) 
M = 0 n k~+l- [k2/2]+1 
and query time 
n l+6 / - kl+l , - 
0 ~ Ml-i~2/2j )=  0 ~n' [k2/2J +1 't-6) .
We then need a refined version of Theorem 3 (see [18] for details) to conclude that we can again 
employ multidimensional parametric search. The refinement consists primarily of the observation that 
Matougek's tructure is a partition tree of low depth and can be evaluated in a parallel fashion, which 
makes the requirement that q(n) be polylogarithmic n Theorem 3 unnecessary. To summarize the 
results of this section, we state the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. For any fixed ~ > O, one can check if a kl-flat and a k2-flat can see each other with 
respect o a set of n hyperplanes in d dimensions in time 
O(nk~ +6) 
kl+l +6 /0 (n kl+l- [k2/2J +1 
i f  k2 ~ 2kl + 1, 
otherwise. 
We notice that S2(n k~) is a lower bound for reporting a witness pair for every face of A(H)  that 
is intersected by both fl and f2, since we can choose two k l-dimensiOnal f ats f l ,  f2 such that there 
are that many witness pairs. Finally, the results generalize when we consider subsets of constant 
complexity in flats rather than whole flats. 
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5. Point location in several faces 
A variant of the data structure of Section 3 can be used for point location in several faces in 
arrangements of hyperplanes. Let H be a set of n hyperplanes, and let m faces of the arrangement 
A(H) be given by a set P of m points in these faces. We show how to store these m faces for efficient 
point location using 0 (n [d/2] +~ m [d/2]/a) storage. 
Note that it is known that the maximum number of facets of m (d-dimensional) cells in an arrange- 
ment of n hyperplanes i 52(ran) if m = O(nd-2), and f2(n d-l)  if m = f2(nd-2), and f2(m2/3n d/3) 
if m = ~(n d-3/2) [10]. The total complexity can be higher. In 5-space, for instance, n cells can have 
S2(n 3) vertices whereas they can have only O(n 2) facets. Our structure has size O(n 13/5+E) in this 
case. 
Take a random sample R of H of size r. Triangulate ¢4(R), giving O(r d) simplices. For each 
simplex s of the triangulated arrangement, let Hs C_ H be the set of hyperplanes that intersect s 
without containing it fully, and let Hs ~ = H \ / /8 .  Let es be the face of the arrangement A(H's) 
that contains s. Place an arbitrary but fixed order on the simplices. Locate the m points of P in the 
polytopes Cs, and assign each point to the first simplex s for which it lies in cs. Let Sl , . . . ,  sj be the 
simplices that are assigned at least one point of P, and let Psi, .. • ~ Ps~ be the subsets of P assigned 
to these simplices. We can prove similar to Lemma 4: 
Lemma 6. Let p E P be a point that is assigned to s~. For any point q in d-space, we have that p 
and q lie in the same face of Jr(H) if and only if q E csi and p and q lie in the same face of A(Hsi). 
We define a data structure T for point location in the faces of ,A(H) defined by P. Let 5 be the 
root of 7-. For each simplex si with 1 ~< i <~ j,  let '7si be a child node of 5. Associate with 7si a 
point location structure for the convex polytope Csi [7]. Let the subtree rooted at "Tsi be a recursively 
defined tree for point location in the faces of A(Hsi) defined by Psi. When the number of faces at 
a node "7 drops below some constant chosen sufficiently large, then we let "7 be a leaf; we associate 
a point location structure with this leaf for each face (which is a convex polytope). We omit further 
details and the query algorithm; they are the same as in Section 3. 
Theorem 5. For any ~ > O, a set H of n hyperplanes and a set P of m points can be preprocessed 
in O(n[d/2J+~m Fd/2]/d) time and space, such that point location queries in the faces of Jr(H) defined 
by P can be performed in O(log 2 n) time. 
Proof. Let m~ i denote the size of the set Psi. Then ~i  mi = m, and the size and preprocessing of 
the structure described above satisfies: 
S(n,m)-_O(n[  d/2]+~) if re=O(1) ,  
S(n ,m)=O(m)  i fn=O(1) ,  
J 
S(n,m) = ~ S(nlogr/r,  mi) + jO(n [d/2]+~) otherwise, 
i=1 
where j = min(m, cr d) for some constant c. For any ¢ > 0, we prove by induction that 
S(n, m) ~ bn[d/ZJ+em [d/z]/d 
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for some constant b. 
J 
i= l  
J 
b(n log / )td/2j + c danLd/ J+  
i=1 
<~ bn Ld/2J +~j (re~j) [d/Z]/d (log r/r) [d/ZJ +~ + crdan [d/ZJ +~ 
<<. bn [d/Zj +~m [d/Z]/dj l- rd/2]/d (log r/r) [d/ZJ +~ + crdan kd/ZJ +~. 
jl-rd/2]/d(logr/r)[d/2J+~ is strictly less than 1. If m is large enough with We must that now prove 
respect o r, then the induction hypothesis follows. We proceed as follows: 
j l - [d /2] /d (log r/r) [d/2J +e ~ (or  d) l - [d/2]/d (log r/r) Ld/2j +e 
cl-[d/2]/dr -e log/d/2j+E r < 1 
if r is a large enough constant. [] 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we considered the zone of a k-flat in an arrangement of hyperplanes in d-space, and 
studied three algorithmic aspects. First, we presented a structure for O(log 2 n) time point location in the 
zone, which in many cases uses less space than the zone itself. Furthermore, an efficient algorithm was 
given to determine whether two flats are visible from each other with respect o a set of hyperplanes. 
Thirdly, we presented a data structure for point location in m faces. All our results can be made 
deterministic rather than randomized by using cuttings rather than random samples [16]. 
An interesting eneralization f our result would be to consider the zone of surfaces or the zone in 
arrangements of hyperspheres or curves. Our algorithms extend to the zone of a surface in a hyperplane 
arrangement, if a random sample of the hyperplanes in the surface can be decomposed into a small 
number of faces of constant description. Such decompositions are studied by Chazelle et al. [3], who 
show that roughly O(r 2k-3) faces are sufficient for a random sample of size r in a k-dimensional 
surface. This leads to a data structure for point location in the zone of a k-dimensional surface in a 
set of n hyperplanes in d-space with O(log 2 n) query time that uses O(nLd/2J+E + n2k-3+~) storage. 
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